
 
 
 
 

 
 

One of our hopes with the DEI newsletter this year is to share student voices. During the next 
few months we plan to highlight student work related to issues of diversity, equity, and 
inclusion. Our first showcase demonstrates the importance of taking a moment to pause and 
acknowledge that life is history in the making.  

During the past few weeks there has been a lot to process in regards to the presidential 
transition. One of the wonderful things about University Liggett School is the ways in which 
teachers work to make lessons relevant to students. Beyond that, are the ways we strive to 
connect, help students create meaning, and give them space to find their voice, and define 
their character. 

The following is shared from Stevie Stevens, middle school English teacher: 

On the night of January 6th, as I sat creating lesson plans with the news streaming in the 
background, I could not help but wonder what might be going through the minds of the 7th 
grade students I teach. Were they also watching the scenes of chaos ensuing on the steps 
and in the halls of the Capitol Building, of adults sitting uninvited in the office chairs of 
politicians, of broken windows and threatening messages?  

I wanted to know what they were thinking, and so in lieu of a lesson on adjectives, I 
penciled in time for discussion. I reminded them of the need for respect, no matter their 
political affiliations, and to embrace any discomfort they may feel; talking about tough 
subjects is hard and important work. 

As an extension of our discussion, we watched a video of “In This Place (An American 
Lyric),” a poem written by Amanda Gorman. The poem contains several allusions to 
turbulent times in American history, and towards the end, Gorman asks the reader to tell 
her story, writing, “There’s… / a poet in every American / who rewrites this nation, who tells 
/ a story worthy of being told…” 

I asked the students to find inspiration from Gorman’s poem and allowed them free reign to 
create a writing assignment due the next class period. Sharing was optional. I had no idea 
what to expect, but so often, I am surprised and impressed by their writing, and they 
certainly brought incredible passion to this assignment.  

With their permission, I share their stories “worthy of being told.” Enjoy. 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/qWrsEtqPFNw
https://youtu.be/qWrsEtqPFNw
https://poets.org/poem/place-american-lyric
https://poets.org/poem/place-american-lyric
https://poets.org/poem/place-american-lyric


 

A poem  
By Coco Marchal ‘26 

Covid-19 virus 
Quarantine 
Social distance, social media 
Global pandemic 
Zoom calls, Tik Toks, Tiger King 
Uncertain, unprecedented times 
 
Panic 
Hoarding supplies  
Jobs lost, lives lost  
Virtual school 
Essential work  
Wear a mask! 
6 feet apart, stay home and save lives! 
Isolation, but we’re all in this together 
 
Systemic racism 
Riots 
Violent protests, peaceful protests 
George Floyd, Brianna Taylor 
Black Lives Matter 
Injustice 
Defund the police 

 
White privilege 
Being a Karen 
Blue Lives Matter 
Tearing down statues 
Cancel culture 
Shame 
 
2020 election 
Red state/Blue state  
Mail in ballots 
Fake news 
Voter fraud 
Transfer of Power 
Storming the capital  
Attack on democracy 
A country divided, broken, sick  
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
These are just a few of the things I’ve heard this year as a 12, and now 13-year-old girl.  
I am sometimes scared, but one line in Amanda Gorman’s poem gives me hope: 
 
“...Where love of the many swallow hatred of the few”. 
 
Which shows me that there is more good than bad in the world and most people are kind. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Forest of Masks 
By Zaire Polk ‘26 

It’s a new decade in this place 
A new seed fell on the ground 
Ten years anew, the former years have been displaced 
Humans in the 20th year been dirt-bound. 
But under that mask is a smile,  
Under a forest of masks,  
A fist in the air cut out of the screen 
At the curtain of day, a new air has been breathed 

And it still is the same 
We’re not as close,  
6 feet at the most,  
but we still remain 
Just as always, tyrants fear the poet. 
Now we know it, we can’t blow it. 
We owe it 
Why else did we need a document to show it?  
Yesterday, at the Capital a T-E-R-R-I-B-L-E flame, they did blow it. 
Hope, we must bestow it. 

A gathering like none had been animated before, though it 
Still was mask season, still was snowin’  
It was clear that democracy was slowin’ 
Supporters all around sat on the stairs and proved VERY CLEAR 
what that amendment could do, no one would know it 
Subtly distorted into a dissension 
I should mention  
those supportive pawns  
had guns drawn  
and broke windows at the morale of a novice thug  
these pawns! Adults who were just begotten  
And the knights stood by,  
Why, why, why, did the knights stand by? 
What if the capital went up in F-L-A-M-E-S? 

What if the ants in the photos were instead an ant’s color? 
Would the little black pawns be in check, mate, by those white knights? 

The story of a party depleted but not conceited  
Where love of the many swallows the hatred of the few. 
There’s a poem in this place 
There’s a poet in every American  
A story on this minnow of earth 
A book that exclaims in jubilance  
that we have freedom to speak our minds!  
Walk how we want! 
Read what we want! 
Express what we know, 
Either just born or on death’s row. 
But how far can freedom go? 




